
 
SOP- Identification of the presence of Nu-Guard AG Coating. 
 
This SOP (Standard Operating Procedure) provides two simple indicators to the presence of Nu-
Guard AG Anti- Graffiti Protective coating, our water washable remover, on a tagged site. 
 
This SOP is intended for anyone looking to clean up a tagged site. 
 

✓ The coating has a characteristic “very rubbery “feel. Feel the surface in an un-
tagged area for this indicator. 
 

✓ With a bottle of water, a couple of drops of dish wash detergent, &, a pot brush or 
cloth wipe part of the offending areas. Removal should require little effort 

. 
✓ If the site passes these tests then proceed with tag removal with the above tools 

or, a water blaster just above idle at no more than 70bar. 
 

✓ If there is very little “rubbery feel” the amount of protective coating applied is not 
enough. Try the scrub test. There maybe enough coating present to remove the 
tag with some extra “elbow grease” If so, tools as above. 
 

✓ If no “rubbery feel” is detected then it is likely no protective coating is present & 
the scrub test will show no removal. 
 

✓ If solvents are needed to remove the tag the site should be “plain”.  
Do not attempt to remove tags off murals as the mural is more than likely to 
be defaced by tag removal also. 
 
For SOPs on Best Practices for Application details of Nu-Guard AG contact 
greg@glsflexo.com or tcurtis@xtra.co.nz  
 
 
Greg Stevenson – 08/10/2019 
Cleanoff Graffiti Ltd 
Technical Director 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: The information supplied is to the best of Cleanoff Graffiti Ltd knowledge as correct at the time of writing. Cleanoff 
Graffiti Ltd will accept no liability or claims on how this information is used or interpreted. 
 
This message may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee named 
above in the e-mail carrier. If you are not the intended recipient of this message please be notified that your use, 
dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error please 
notify glsFlexoPlus Ltd. immediately. Much appreciated. 
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